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Runlovekill Jon Tsuei 2015-09-01 The Origami, a mysterious military
organization, is on the hunt for one of their former assassins, Rain Oshiro.
Their grasp over the city of Prygat is tightening and Rain has less than
twenty-four hours to get out before she's trapped forever. Rain must face the
decisions of her past while using everything at her disposal to avoid capture
or even worse, death. Jon Tsuei and Eric Canete pair up again to bring you
their first creator owned project, RUNLOVEKILL. Their love of science fiction,
big action and high concepts shine through in a story that is not only visually
stunning, but also emotional and character driven. Collects #1-4.
Mad Max: Fury Road Mark Sexton 2015-09-08 The same minds behind the summer's
breakout hit, Mad Max: Fury Road-writer-director George Miller, cowriter Nico
Lathouris and cowriter-storyboard artist Mark Sexton-present this series of
prequel tales set within the world of the blockbuster film! In the brutal and
lawless Wasteland, witness the rise of the veteran hero turned tyrannical
warlord known as Immortan Joe, along with the story of one of his War Boys, the
indomitable Nux. Then follow the journey of Furiosa, Joe's most feared
Imperator, and experience the cycle of violence and tragedy as the Road Warrior
Max Rockatansky fights to rebuild his Interceptor-the vehicle that ensures his
freedom! Finally, exclusive to this collection, comes the tale of the mighty
War Rig and the lives it claimed throughout its wild road battles! This graphic
novel collects MAD MAX: FURY ROAD-MAX #1-2, MAD MAX: FURY ROAD-FURIOSA #1 and
MAD MAX: FURY ROAD-NUX & IMMORTAN JOE #1.
Grant Morrison's 18 Days #1 Grant Morrison 2015-07-01 From legendary creator
Grant Morrison (All-Star Superman, Batman & Robin, The Invisibles), comes the
first chapter in his newest creation. 18 Days is the story of three generations
of super-warriors, meeting for the final battle of their age, a climactic war
that concludes the age of the gods and begins the age of man. "This is not a
Lord of the Rings or a Star Wars where the good guys win because they are
right. The good guys in 18 Days are forced to cheat and lie and break rules to
win. Although it has fantastic, mythic trappings, this is a very modern story
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of realpolitik and the failure of ideals in the face of harsh truth." ¨C Grant
Morrison
The Tithe Matt Hawkins (Comic book writer) 2015 "Across the United States,
megachurches are being robbed of their cash donations--with a hacker group
named Samaritan taking credit and donating the stolen cash to charities, like
modern day Robin Hoods. FBI Agents Jimmy Miller and Dwayne Campbell, formerly
tasked with investigating the very same churches on charges of fraud, now find
themselves juggling the line between personal belief and professional duty, as
lives, faith, and a lot of money hang in the balance."--Page 4 of cover.
We Are Robin (2015-) #1 Lee Bermejo Spinning out of the pages of BATMAN! The
teenagers of Gotham City have adopted the "R" and made it their own. A new
Robin? No, HUNDREDS of new Robins! Don't miss the start of this new series from
rising-star writer Lee Bermejo (JOKER, SUICIDERS), who also provides the
covers!æ
Mulan: Revelations #1 Robert Alter 2015-03-25 **SHANGHAI CYBERPUNK!** Though
the future boasts endless technological wonders, only a very few can afford
access to them. As a new virus rages through the rich and poor, threatening all
of humanity, a warrior is awakened to stop the evil puppeteers behind it all!
Centuries after her ancestor and namesake fought for China, a new Mulan has
been chosen by the ancient Chinese immortals in a final battle for the world! *
From visionary writer Marc Andreyko (_Batwoman_, _Manhunter_)! * Stunning
artwork by Micah Kaneshiro (_Blackout_, _Broken Pieces_). * Thrilling genre
blend of Chinese martial arts and futuristic cyberpunk!
Nonplayer #2 Nate Simpson 2015-06-03 THE SOLD-OUT SERIES RETURNS with a
muchanticipated new chapter! Bent on avenging the death of his queen, game
character King Heremoth seeks vengeance against Dana, an unwitting tamale
delivery girl. Meanwhile, strange things are afoot in future Los Angeles as a
police standoff at a fish market reveals a homicidal robot armed only with
seafood. Artist/writer NATE SIMPSON outdoes his beautiful and multi-layered
debut with an even more ambitious
Suiciders Lee Bermejo 2015-11 It's the first collection of the amazing new
series written and illustrated by Lee Bermejo, featuring issues #1-6! "The Big
One" has finally hit Los Angeles. After a devastating earthquake, the Southland
has seceded from the union, leaving the city split in two: the walled-off,
wealthy New Angeles and the criminal-run ghetto Lost Angeles. But what unifies
them all is Suiciders: an extremely popular reality sport in which murder,
mayhem and merciless brutality rule. Two of these fighters from very different
backgrounds struggle to claw their way to the top. But in this new world order,
what will it take to be the best?
The Hypo Noah Van Sciver 2012-10-19 The debut graphic novel from Noah Van
Sciver follows the twentysomething Abraham Lincoln as he loses everything, long
before becoming our most beloved president. Lincoln is a rising Whig in the
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state’s legislature as he arrives in Springfield, IL to practice law. With all
of his possessions under his arms in two saddlebags, he is quickly given a
place to stay by a womanizing young bachelor who becomes his friend and close
confidant. Lincoln builds a life and begins friendships with the town’s top
lawyers and politicians. He attends elegant dances and meets an independentminded young woman from a high-society Kentucky family, and after a brisk
courtship, becomes engaged. But, as time passes and uncertainty creeps in,
young Lincoln is forced to battle a dark cloud of depression brought on by a
chain of defeats and failures culminating into a nervous breakdown that
threatens his life and sanity.
68: Bad Sign (One-Shot) Mark Kidwell 2015-04-15 In December of 1968, a violent,
random serial killer launched a spree of terror on the San Francisco area. On
February 13th...the living dead rose and turned the entire world into a
slaughterhouse. Now, hidden away in a derelict warehouse deep in the
butchertown district, a human monster continues his bloody work, taunting the
few remaining cops and hunting humans without fear in a city of the damned.
Southern Bastards Vol. 1 Jason Aaron 2014-10-01 Welcome to Craw County,
Alabama, home of Boss BBQ, the state champion Runnin' Rebs football team...and
more bastards than you've ever seen. When you're an angry old man like Earl
Tubb, the only way to survive a place like this...is to carry a really big
stick. COLLECTS SOUTHERN BASTARDS #1-4.
Convergence: Superman (2015-) #1 Dan Jurgens STARRING HEROES FROM THE PREFLASHPOINT DCU! A powerless Superman is called upon to protect Gotham City€and
his pregnant wife Lois Lane!
Swords of Sorrow #1 Gail Simone 2015-05-06 DYNAMITE'S FIERCEST FEMALES IN THEIR
BIGGEST EVENT EVER! Fan favorite GAIL SIMONE (RED SONJA, BATGIRL) and rising
art star SERGIO DAVILA (LEGENDERRY) combine to tell the ultimate pulp
adventure, featuring Vampirella, Dejah Thoris, Red Sonja, Kato, Jungle Girl,
and many, many more! Villains and heroes from a dozen worlds and eras face off
against a legendary evil that threatens all their homelands. Don't miss this
thrilling epic tale, an event supported by one-shot side adventures written by
the hottest writers today, like G. Willow Wilson, Marguerite Bennett, Nancy
Collins and more!
Avengers 2015-06-16 At a secret Hydra installation hidden away in rural Japan,
the Avengers discover a time-portal that sends them on an adventure that spans
millennia. But what kind of bad guys have a time machine they don't use to
change the past? Bad guys who know they win. Now the team must leap through
time to figure out what kind of horrors Hydra have cooked up for the world, but
something goes horribly wrong. Something always does. Plus: The Avengers are
sent back to 1945 where they meet Cap and Bucky before the explosion that
changed their lives forever. And later the team finds themselves in WWII Paris
where Kang and the Grandmaster force them to battle the Invaders! COLLECTING:
Avengers: MILLENIUM Infinite Comic 1-6; Avengers (1963) 56, 71
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The Fiction Curt Pires 2016-05-03 Four childhood friends discover a box of
strange books that, when read aloud, can transport them to the beautiful,
imaginary worlds described within. But when one of them goes missing, the
others vow never to reveal where they’ve been and what they’ve seen. Years
later, when one of the remaining kids, now an adult, also mysteriously
disappears, it’s up to the last two of the group to dig up their dusty books to
find him and finally figure out what happened to their friend all those years
ago. Written by Curt Pires (POP, Mayday) and illustrated by David Rubín (The
Rise of Aurora West), THE FICTION is a fountain of fascinating ideas about a
group of childhood friends who discover that the past will always come back to
find you.
Roche Limit: Clandestiny #1 Michael Moreci 2015-05-06 THE BREAKOUT HIT OF 2014
RETURNS WITH VOLUME TWO OF THE GROUNDBREAKING SCI-FI TRILOGY! It's 75 years
after the events that left the Roche Limit colony in flames. When a crew of
military and science personnel are sent to the forgotten and desolate planet on
a mysterious expedition, they quickly learn its dark secrets-and that their
mission is not what they thought it to be. With danger lurking all around, the
crew members fight to find a way off the planet and resist the mysterious
presence that haunts them all.
IXth Generation Vol. 1 Matt Hawkins 2015-08-26 In the future there is no more
natural death, no needs unfilled and everything you could ever want is yoursas
long as youÍre one of the chosen ones to live in this new Utopia and youÍre
willing to subjugate yourself to these new self-proclaimed gods with ñIXîs
emblazoned on them. Do the ends truly justify the means? Is a utopia built on
genocide worth the price? Aphrodite, Velocity, Hades and the other Nines
establish fiefdoms in this new world and attempt to rule. Their internal
clashes have escalated, but they are forced to put that aside as they face off
against the relentless hordes of the Darkness. The sins of the past have come
to claim those who would pretend to be Gods. Collects IXth GENERATION #1-4 &
IXth GENERATION: HIDDEN FILES #1.
JLA Vol. 4 Grant Morrison 2014-02-04 The World’s Greatest Heroes have faced
countless threats and the deadliest of enemies and have barely come out alive
each time. So what happens when Mageddon — the doomsday weapon of the Old Gods
— attempts to end all of existence…at the same time the JLA’s greatest foes
band together as a brand new Injustice Gang? World War III is upon us and could
be the end of the Justice League…and the world. This volume collects JLA
#32-46.
It Will All Hurt Farel Dalrymple 2018-06 A weird, sad, silly, sketchy, and
dreamywatercolor fantasy action quest in which Alemendra Clementine and her
crew ofanti-social adventurers all come together on a psych-apocalyptic world
to takedown an evil wizard. This Eisner Award-nominated webcomicbegan as a
loose stream of consciousness exercise and exploration of the comicbook medium
and takes place in the same world as FAREL DALRYMPLE's TheWrenchies. Collects
all 6 chapters of the webcomicand the original 3 issues of the Studygroup/Press
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Gang/Alternative comicseries.
The Witcher: Volume 2 - Fox Children Various 2015-12-29 Geralt’s journey leads
him aboard a ship of fools, renegades, and criminals—but some passengers are
more dangerous than others, and one hides a heinous secret that could lead crew
and passengers to a bitter and hideous fate at the hand of a vengeful fox
mother! Collects The Witcher: Fox Children #1–#5. * The Witcher games have
collectively earned over 250 industry awards and have sold more than 5.5
million copies worldwide! * For fans of Hellboy and B.P.R.D.! “Paul Tobin has
an exceptional grasp of the lore.”—Bloody Disgusting
Produsing Theory in a Digital World 3. 0 Rebecca Ann Lind 2020-06-30 Continuing
the explorations begun in the first two Produsing Theory volumes, this book
investigates some of the tensions generated in the spaces enabled by the
confluence of the formerly disparate activities of producing and consuming
media. Multiple and varied theories--some still emerging--are invoked in
attempts to illuminate the spaces between what previously had been neatlyseparated components of media systems. This book is useful in a number of
courses such as media culture and theory, introduction to new media, the
Internet and the audience, new media theory and research, mass communication
theory, emerging media, critical analysis and new media, concepts of new media,
new media participants, new media in a democratic society, critical studies in
new media, new media and social media, digital media studies, participatory
media, media audiences in a digital world, digital cultures and social media,
Web culture and new media studies, introduction to new media, new media and
society, and more.
Handbook of Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Shan K. Wang 2001 * A broad
range of disciplines--energy conservation and air quality issues, construction
and design, and the manufacture of temperature-sensitive products and
materials--is covered in this comprehensive handbook * Provide essential, upto-date HVAC data, codes, standards, and guidelines, all conveniently located
in one volume * A definitive reference source on the design, selection and
operation of A/C and refrigeration systems
The Spirit 1 Quality Comics 2015-11-18 Wanted Dead or AliveThe complete 1944
issue in original full color! WANTED FOR MURDER TONY ZACCO - PUBLIC ENEMY NO. 1
DRESSED TO KILL A CLOCK STOPS THE EYES HAVE IT MANHUNT Will Eisner's classic
hero! The rare and expensive golden age comics reprinted by Escamilla Comics
(2015)Created and illustrated by Will Eisner in the forties, The Spirit is a
masked crime fighter who, like Batman, fights with the backing of the City's
chief of police. Enjoy a nostalgic trip down memory lane with the best titles
from the golden age of comics. Yojimbo Press has lovingly remastered these
timeless classics with vivid color correction, image restoration and has also
added an enhanced reading experience with Kindle Panel View.
The Valiant TPB Matt Kindt 2015-05-27 A battle ten millennia in the making is
about to begin? The Eternal Warrior has protected the Earth for more than
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10,000 years. A master of countless weapons and long forgotten martial arts, he
is guided by the Geomancers ? those who speak for the Earth. During his long
watch, the Eternal Warrior has failed three times. Each time, the Geomancer was
killed?and a new dark age for humanity began. Each time, he was unable to stop
The Immortal Enemy ? a monstrous force of nature. A civilization killer. A
horror that appears differently each time it arrives?and whose seemingly only
purpose is to bring disorder and darkness to the world. Now, the time has come
for The Immortal Enemy to return once more. But, this time, the Eternal Warrior
will be ready. This time, he has a force greater than any single warrior. This
time, he has?THE VALIANT. Presenting the complete sold-out epic from New York
Times best-selling writers Jeff Lemire (BLOODSHOT REBORN, Green Arrow) & Matt
Kindt (RAI, Mind MGMT) and Eisner Award-winning artist Paolo Rivera
(Daredevil), discover why Valiant is one of the most critically acclaimed
publishers in comics today with an all-star introduction to Bloodshot, the
Eternal Warrior, Geomancer, and a visionary cast of heroes and villains from
across the Valiant Universe ? all for the low introductory price of $9.99.
Collecting THE VALIANT #1-4.
Starfire Vol. 2: A Matter of Time Amanda Connner 2017-01-31 Even Starfire isnÍt
immune to an old flame. Just when the golden-skinned alien warrior princess
thought sheÍd settled in to her new life in FloridaÍs sunny Key West-even if
that new life did involve battling deadly enemies every now and then-along
comes the ex that she, and the rest of the world, thought was dead: Dick
Grayson, formerly known as Nightwing! In a quest to save his secret identity,
he faked his own death and went underground, working as a superspy rather than
a superhero. Now DickÍs back in town to help Kori take down the sinister Soren
Hook. Will sparks fly between these two tremendously good-looking heroes? And
when Starfire and her friends take an impromptu road trip to clear their heads,
what craziness will they return to in Key West-if they even return at all? Find
out in STARFIRE VOL. 2: A MATTER OF TIME, from the creative team of Amanda
Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti, Elsa Charretier and Emanuela Lupacchino-a smart, sexy,
rollicking romp that puts the orange in Florida! Collects STARFIRE #7-12.
Runaways Volume 1 2011-04-27 Statements of responsibility vary from issue to
issue.
Polly L. T. Meade 1988
Harley Quinn (2016-) #16 Jimmy Palmiotti 2017-03-15 “Red Meat” part three!
Harley mixes it up with the mayor’s bloodthirsty secret weapons…and now she’s
taking the fight straight to the steps of City Hall!
Ninjak Vol. 3: Operation Deadside TPB Matt Kindt 2016-05-25 In December 2015, a
covert military intelligence unit sent a team of 20 agents and one special
operative into a parallel dimension. Only one came back. The purpose of their
mission was classified. Now, out of options, MI-6 has recruited their most
elite operative ? codename: Ninjak ? to follow the doomed mission?s sole
witness back into the dimension called Deadside?and bring her missing teammates
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home. What will they find there? And who will be waiting for them? Jump on
board here as New York Times best-selling writer Matt Kindt (DIVINITY) and
superstar artists Doug Braithwaite (ARMOR HUNTERS) and Juan Jos? Ryp (Clone)
reunite for a terrifying journey into an unknown plane of existence?and bring
Ninjak head-to-head with Shadowman. Collecting?NINJAK #10?13.
Harley Quinn and Power Girl Amanda Conner 2016-03-08 Spinning out of the hit
series HARLEY QUINN, this six-issue miniseries tells the story-within-the-story
of the unlikely super-duoÕs adventures in outer space! Hey, remember the panel
gutter between panels 3 and 4 of page 20 of HARLEY QUINN #12? What? You donÕt?
ItÕs only, like, the most memorable panel gutter of the twenty-first century!
WeÕll jog your memory-our heroes, Harley Quinn and Power Girl, were tossed
through a teleportation ring, dropping them into galaxies unknown. ItÕs a
cosmic adventure beyond your wildest imaginings: Power Girl and Harley Quinn,
stranded in a forgotten dimension, on the homeworld of the amorous warlord
Vartox! TheyÕll sacrifice anything they have to in order to get home-except
their dignity. Kidding! ThatÕll be the first thing to go. HARLEY QUINN writers
Amanda Conner and Jimmy Palmiotti are joined by artist Stephane Roux (BIRDS OF
PREY) and writer Justin Gray (ALL-STAR WESTERN) for an unforgettable tale of
friendship, romance and butt-kicking! Collects HARLEY QUINN AND POWER GIRL
#1-6.
Green Lantern Corps: Lost Army Vol. 1 Cullen Bunn 2016-04-12 Writer Cullen Bunn
(SINESTRO) and artists Jesus Saiz (SWAMP THING) and others lead the Green
Lantern Corps through an unknown universe and a frantic fight for survival. The
Green Lantern Corps. They have survived Sinestro, the War of Light, the Third
Army, Krona, Relic and the Durlans-all through sheer force of willpower and
loyalty to each other and the Corps itself. Now they face an even greater
challenge: the unknown. John Stewart, Kilowog, and a handful of Lanterns are
lost on an unknown world and beset by strange beings that want nothing more
than to erase them from existence. Stewart will have to bring these desperate
Lanterns together despite the odds and rely on a few questionable allies in
order make their way home. The problem is, they have no idea where home is.
Collects the entire GREEN LANTERN: THE LOST ARMY miniseries in one exciting
volume!
Diamond Painting Log Book Log Book Diamond Painting 2020-01-16 The Original
Diamond Painting Log Book is great to help you keep track of your projects,
whether you're starting on your first diamond painting or are hooked and want
to do them every spare moment you have. It's a fun way to look back and see
what pictures you did, where you purchased them from, the dimensions, if you
kept them, sold them, or gave them as gifts, and many other details to help you
track your hobby. Makes a perfect gift for the diamond painter 120 pages, white
paper Glossy paperback cover 6x9 inches
Street TurbochargingHP1488 Mark Warner 2006-06-06 Transform an average car or
truck into a turbocharged high performance street machine. A handbook on theory
and application of turbocharging for street and high-performance use, this book
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covers high performance cars and trucks. This comprehensive guide features
sections on theory, indepth coverage of turbocharging components, fabricating
systems, engine building and testing, aftermarket options and project vehicles.
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